Fiber-connected distributed antenna systems (DAS) have been recognized as an effective means to accommodate the coverage and capacity demands of future heterogeneous networks (HetNet). Among various opportunities realized by the architecture, our focus in this paper is on the spectral efficiency (SE) advantages achieved by cooperative transmission and the associated power consumption that may affect the energy efficiency (EE) of the system. A detailed power model is developed to benchmark the various sources of energy consumption in fiber-connected DAS. Then a simple but efficient pre-coding scheme is proposed to reduce the computation complexity associated with cooperative transmission, thus lowering the power consumed by baseband processing while at the same time maintaining a high throughput performance. Through detailed and extensive simulations, this paper demonstrates the SE and EE advantages of the application of fiber-connected DAS in HetNet.
Introduction
The explosive growth of mobile wireless traffic, fuelled by the proliferation of internetconnected devices and the variety of bandwidth consuming services demanded by end users, inspires and challenges the design of future heterogeneous networks (HetNets), which consists of overlapped macro-and femtocells in the same area. Fiber-connected distributed antenna systems, which integrates the advantages of a distributed antenna system (DAS) with centralized processing capability connected through an optical fiber medium, emerges as a promising solution to address the increased network capacity demand [1, 2] . This network architecture leverages conventional inter-cell interference to improve the signal quality on the downlink at cell boundaries and enhance signal reception at base stations (BSs) for the uplink by allowing several BSs to cooperate in transmitting/beam-forming a signal to (or receiving and jointly processing a signal from) mobile users, which leads to significant improvements in the capacity and spectral efficiency (SE) of cellular systems [3, 4] .
With the growing "green" concern over energy consumption and environmental effects, energy efficiency (EE) of fiber-connected DAS was recently paid much attention [5] [6] [7] . In [6] , the tradeoff between EE and SE in downlink DAS was investigated and a constrained optimization problem was solved to maximize EE through proposed power allocation scheme under the SE requirement and maximum power limit. In [7] , an energy efficient power allocation scheme was proposed to minimize the Joule consumed per bit for frequency selective fading environment in downlink DAS. However, the cooperative techniques considered by these studies mitigate co-channel interference through beamforming utilizing whole channel state information (CSI) among users and BSs, which generates explosive computation complexity at the central processing unit. This complexity directly translates into prohibitive power consumption, and, if not carefully addressed, would lead to decreased EE. Therefore, a comprehensive solution that covers the challenging tasks of investigating the power consumption of fiber-connected DAS and reducing the computation complexity while maintaining a high SE performance is yet to be proposed. Furthermore, the solution would also be desirable to other emerging HetNet architectures, such as Cloud based Radio Access Network (C-RAN) [8] [9] , whose general purpose processor based central signal processing currently faces the challenges of much slower signal processing and lower power efficiency in comparison with dedicated processors.
In this paper, we address the above mentioned EE problem in downlink HetNets which adopt fiber-connected distributed antennas to replace the macro-and femtoBSs, focusing on reducing the power consumption incurred by cooperation associated computation complexity, i.e., full channel matrix inversion required by beam-forming (e.g. zeroforcing) and power allocation under the per-antenna power constraint, while maintaining a satisfactory SE. To get detailed analysis of the power consumed by each element of the network, we first introduce a comprehensive power model by deconstructing the total consumed power into separate parts. A simplified pre-coding scheme is then proposed to reduce the computation complexity of channel matrix inversion and power allocation, which consequently drops the energy consumption of the baseband processing. Numerical results under different coverage scenarios are given to demonstrate the satisfactory SE and EE performance of the fiber-connected DAS with proposed scheme in HetNet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the EE of fiberconnected DAS and the power consumption of each system component. In Section 3 we spell out the details of our proposed pre-coding scheme for downlink cooperative transmission. Numerical results are presented in Section 4 and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
EE of Fiber-connected DAS
In this section, we first briefly discuss the fiber-connected DAS coverage scenario, then present a detailed power model, based on which we introduce the EE of fiberconnected DAS.
Fiber-Connected DAS
We consider a typical scenario of fiber-connected DAS as depicted in Figure 1 , in which a high power remote radio head (H-RRH) guarantees the basic coverage with a number of distributed low power RRHs (L-RRHs) providing complementary coverage for indoor home and office users. Note that HRRH replaces marcoBS while L-RRHs replace femtoBSs in HetNets. Single antenna is assumed at all RRHs and mobile users. L-RRHs are responsible for transmitting and receiving the signals over the air and most of their baseband processing capabilities are moved to the centralized baseband unit (BBU), except for radio frequency (RF) amplifier and electronic-optical conversion. The radio signal between L-RRHs and BBU will be carried through optical fibers, where common public radio interface (CPRI) is considered as the optical interface in this paper. The perfect CSI is assumed available at the BBU.
Power Model
The potential energy conservation benefits of fiber-connected DAS compared with conventional macro/femto two-tier architecture of HetNets come from two perspectives: One is the mitigated interference by cooperative transmission and the thereby reduced transmission power in the H-RRH which consumes much more power than LRRHs. The other is the less power consumed at inactive L-RRHs due to the joint processing of information at central BBU. Note that all RRHs are not always active at the same time due to the small number of serving users in a femtocell area.
To demonstrate these advantages, in this subsection we develop a detailed power consumption model by extending the power model of macro-/femtoBS in EARTH project [10] to accommodate H-/L-RRH and BBU in fiber-connected DAS. The power consumption in our model is comprised of four components: digital baseband (BB), power amplifier (PA), analog RF and system overhead, which are further, decomposed by sub-components and calculated as in Table I /II/III/IV. In the following, we detail the power consumption of each component.
Digital baseband processing:
The power consumption of digital baseband processing, denoted by BB P , is given by
accounts for complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) leakage current and is fixed at 10% based on 65nm CMOS technology [11] . S P is the sum of all subcomponents corresponding to BB listed in the second column in Table I .
In calculating the power consumption of each subcomponent, its computation complexity is first estimated in Giga-Operation Per Second (GOPS), and then GOPS is transformed into watt by multiplying a technology-dependent factor, which is set at 120 GOPS/watt when dedicated processors are used.
Among these subcomponents, the power consumption of CPRI and DPD are dominant. The CPRI energy consumption occurs at both RRH and BBU sides and therefore increases in proportion to the number of active RRHs (we assume that CPRI at inactive RRHs consume negligible energies). According to commercially available chip manuals [12] [13] , each CPRI channel consumes 1.5 watt. Regarding other baseband processing subcomponents, the power consumption of BBU is almost equal to that of macroBS except nonlinear FD processing FD,nl P , which may require intensive computations by
Figure 1. Network Coverage
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Where TX N is the number of antennas participating in MIMO transmission; TX P is the antenna transmission power; PA  is the PA efficiency; feed  is the feeder loss, which is only applicable to the macroBS because the PA in the H-RRH is mounted close to the antenna for passive cooling. 
RF:
As all BSs/RRHs share the same RF structure, we calculate the power consumption of RF based on the specific amount of power each sub-component consumes and an overall downscaling factor which reduces the power on femtoBSs/L-RRHs due to less constraining specifications and different hardware implementation of smaller cells. Note that BBU doesn't serve any RF part. 
System overhead:
We mainly consider three subcomponents that are related to the system powering, i.e., AC/DC and DC/DC conversion as well as cooling and compute power consumption as a fixed overhead linearly depending on the total power of the rest of base station. Thus we have:
The overhead values follow: 10% for cool  ; 5% for dcdc  ; and 10% for acdc  . In sum, we can observe that digital baseband and PA are major contributors. The analog RF component RF P only consumes 0.2 watt at a femtoBS and 5.7 watt at the macroBS. The system overhead overhead P adds approximately 25% more energy consumptions on top of other three components. Note that active cooling only occurs at the macroBS and the BBU.
EE of Fiber-connected DAS
In demonstrating Green radio, EE of a wireless access network is introduced, which is the ratio of data transmission rate R to the total power consumption total P : (unit: bits/Joule). 
Proposed Scheme
In this section, we show how the cooperative transmission in fiber-connected DAS can mitigate interference, thus increasing the downlink throughput while reducing transmission power. Then we propose a simple but efficient pre-coding scheme to drop the computation complexity associated with interference mitigation and cooperative transmission.
Cooperation and its computation complexity
In the macro/femto network architecture, macroBS or femtoBS may cause unexpected interference without proper coordination, because they might transmit their signal to users independently. The large transmission power difference between macroBS and femtoBS, e.g., 46 dBm vs. 20 dBm, also imposes another difficulty on controlling the interference.
In the fiber-connected DAS architecture, however, the whole channel information between users and RRHs, which is referred to as a full channel matrix, is available at the BBU. Particularly, this makes multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission techniques possible, which can increase the SE. However, the MIMO transmissions may require complicated calculation at the BBU regarding the beam-forming and the power allocation for each RRH. Note that the power consumption is closely related to this computation complexity. Thus, although the BBU is able to support high complexity computations, it needs to control the explosive computation complexity to increase EE.
Proposed Scheme
In this subsection we present a simple yet efficient scheme to reduce the aforementioned complexity for the zero-forcing beam-forming (ZFBF) at BBU.
In wireless communication systems, the number of active users (or corresponding RRHs) may vary over time. Hence, we use t S to denote the active user set at time t. Let () t HS be downlink channel matrix between the users in t S and their serving RRHs. As in HetNets, a user is served by a H-RRH/LRRH. In order to perform ZFBF, channel matrix inversion (MI) is calculated at the BBU which is given as
Moreover, a power allocation procedure is additionally required due to the uneven elements in () t GS . Boccardi and Huang [14] proposed a power allocation procedure to maximize the sum throughput while meeting the per-antenna power constraint, which solves the following convex optimization problem:
where mk g is the ( , ) mk th element of () (6) and the power allocation under the per-antenna power constraint as in (7) which requires a high complexity and accompanies a high power consumption due to the computation In order to reduce the accompanying complexity, we introduce the following two procedures:
Matrix inversion (MI):
We make the channel matrix sparse to reduce the complexity related to the channel matrix inversion (MI):
First, the channel gains between users and L-RRHs located in different buildings are assumed to be 0. Such relaxation is possible due to the large penetration losses in signal strength of outer walls, e.g. 20dB loss for each outer wall. Second, only 1 K largest channel gains remain between the L-RRHs to the macrocell user, while the other elements are forced to be zeros; Third, Only 2 K largest channel gains remain between the H-RRH to the femto-cell users, while the other elements are also forced to be zeros. The two relaxations are reasonable due to the geometrically distributed property of RRHs and users. The selection of 1 K and 2 K depends on the computational efficiency of the BBU and the deployment density of RRHs.
Stream Power allocation (SPA):
We use the following stream power allocation (SPA) scheme to reduce the computation at the BBU. First, we multiply the channel gains between the H-RRH and all active users by c , where HL / c P P  . Then, we make the transmit power of the H-RRH identical to L-RRHs and relax the per-antenna power constraint to sum-power constraint, which can be solved by water-filling algorithm with much less complexity;
Second, we multiply a factor  to all the allocated RRH power a P so that the allocated power of all RRHs are not larger than the power constraint of L-RRHs, i.e., Finally we multiply c back to power allocated to the H-RRH. In the proposed power allocation procedure, if we do not apply the first and last normalization procedure, the allocated power to the L-RRHs after the water-filling in the second procedure would almost be zero since the power of H-RRH is much larger than that of L-RRH which may affect the computational precision.
Complexity and Power Consumption of MI and SPA:
For MI, the channel matrix after relaxation, denoted as ˆ( ) t HS , only has ( 1) N N M  non-zero elements, which is much larger than
 especially with large 1 N and 2 N . For SPA, the water-filling process is much less complicated than the optimal power allocation scheme that solves a convex optimization problem as in (2) in each channel realization.
The detailed computation complexity of MI and SPA, measured in GOPS (Giga-Operations Per Second), will be transformed from the floating-point operation (flop) count by considering how frequently MI and SPA operations are needed in downlink transmission. In the downlink of a 10-MHz FDD-LTE system, there are 14,000 OFDM symbols being transmitted every second and 600 sub-carriers being used across the channel. With these configurations, we can translate flops into GOPS and then obtain the power consumption contributed by MI and SPA through the developed power model. The exact flop count of MI and SPA is determined by enumerating non-zero entries that participate in the calculation, as summarized in Table V . 
Numerical Results
In this Section, we present simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme from two perspectives: SE and EE.
Fiber-connected DAS with an H-RRH and multiple L-RRHs is compared to a macro/femto architecture consisting of multiple femtoBSs in a macroBS, referred as HetNet for simplicity. The H-RRH (or macroBS) has a transmission coverage of 500mradius, where 60 houses of one-story and 15 four-story office buildings are uniformly distributed within the coverage area. An L-RRH (or femtoBS) is located at the center of each floor of a house or an office building and has a coverage of 30m-radius. The H-RRH and L-RRHs (or macro-and femtoBSs) have a bandwidth of 10 MHz in 2 GHz band. The transmit power constraints for HRRH and L-RRHs (or the macro-and femtoBSs) are set to 46 dBm and 20 dBm, respectively. Over downlink, the H-RRH and L-RRHs (or the macro and femto BSs) transmit signals to users which are randomly located under the coverage range of H-RRH and L-RRHs (or the macro and femto cell). The 3GPP dualstrip model in [15] (Table A. [14] and with the proposed scheme against that of HetNet, when the activity ratios of house and office users are both set to 0.5. For the proposed scheme, 1 K and 2 K are set to 3. It is notable the optimal scheme has high computation complexity as it applies full channel matrix information to perform ZFBF as well as solves a complicated convex optimization problem to calculate the allocated power for each RRH. We can observe fiber-connected DAS improves throughput of macrocell, house and office users compared to those in HetNet. Figure 3 also compares the per-user throughput, when the activity ratio of house users varies. In the X-label of the figure, if the access ratio of house users is p , the access ratio of office users is 1 p  . Since the optimal scheme incurs a huge power consumption caused by high computation complexity at the BBU, we will present in the rest of the paper only the performance of fiber-connected DAS with the proposed scheme, referred to as F-DAS for simplicity. While F-DAS shows higher throughput than HetNet, the throughput at the H-RRH decreases as the activity of house users increases in both architecture. This is due to the fact that, compared with the office buildings, L-RRHs among the houses are located far apart and would therefore cause strong interference with macrocell users. The office users show a higher throughput as their activity ratio decreases, because the interference within the same office building is consequently reduced. Due to the high penetration loss of the outer walls of isolated house users, the interferences among house users become negligible, which results in the constant Figure 4 shows the transmission power consumption of FDAS normalized with respect to HetNet. Since the normalized transmission power consumption is less than 1 in all cases, it can be concluded that users in F-DAS require much less power than those in HetNet. It is notable that the transmission power of L-RRHs for users in the houses and offices in FDAS is less than 70% of that of HetNet. Combining the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we can see that F-DAS provides a higher throughput even with a smaller transmission power consumption compared to HetNet. Figure 5 shows the total power consumption as well as EE. We can see that F-DAS consumes less power than HetNets, especially under high activity ratio of house users. Under low activity ratio of house users (or high activity ratio of office users), however, the total power consumption of F-DAS is similar to that of HetNets. This is because the interference within an office building is dominant over the interference among the houses and the power spent on mitigating the interference is increased along with high activity ratio of office users. In fact, the digital baseband processing at BBU takes almost 40% of the total power consumption in F-DAS when the activity ratio of house user is 0.5, and would consume more when the activity ratio of office users increases. Thus, reducing power consumption related to computation complexity at BBU would be an interesting and worthwhile research issue. It should be noted that F-DAS always shows much higher EE for any activity ratio of house user. 
Energy Efficiency

Conclusion
The power consumption of traditional wireless networks and its impacts on environmental protection are of growing concerns. This paper focused on the SE and EE of the fiber-connected DAS architecture in HetNet. The SE advantage was achieved by cooperative transmission among RRHs. The EE performance was improved by reducing the cooperation associated power consumption through proposed computational efficient pre-coding scheme. A detailed power model was further developed to benchmark the various sources of energy consumption in fiber-connected DAS. Through detailed 
